Eco Drift Car Dealership Valeting Services

The demand for high quality services and efficiency in each aspect of the business, sets the
necessity of outsourcing some of the operations, motor trade carries on. The Eco Drift Car
Dealership Valeting Service is unique tailor made solution for the car dealerships in Hampshire.
We are offering exclusive valeting services for all the cars in the showroom or foreground, no
matter new or used. Our products are specially developed to meet the high requirements of the
motor trade for valeting products.

Our services are cost effective, save time and resources and provide unexceptionable long
lasting showroom look of the cars.

Eco Drift Free Demo: We could keep talking forever how great and unique our waterless
car wash service is. But in Eco Drift, we believe that action speaks louder than words!
That is why we would like to offer your company a free non obligation waterless car
valeting demonstration, where you could experience our services in real!

BENEFITS OF USING THE ECO DRIFT SHOWROOM SERVICE:
- Have all cars /new or used/ waterless washed and polish, in the showroom or at the
foreground.
- Preparation of the cars for sell. Clean and shiny look of the cars, for a long period of time.
- Revitalising tired looking external bumpers and plastic trims.
- Preservation of the paint of the cars from rain, sun, salt and etc.
- No hassle, no time and resources wasted. Our staff will take care of the routine car
cleaning for you.
- Flexible work force available, corresponding to your current demand.
- Value for Money. A wide range of services and prices.
- High standards. Our staff is helpful, honest, reliable, uniformed, fully trained and insured.
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- Reducing the Organisations’ consumption of natural resources.
- Setting up and example of sustainable businesses.
- Saving natural resources for the generation to come.

We will be pleased to discuss with you, your company’s requirements and will provide a tailor
made proposal. Just send us, your request on: office@ecodrift.co.uk or call us on + 442392
287 112
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